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Security architects and practitioners need to develop an integrated data
model that will enable end-to-end user management and access

auditing. This article proposes a data model and reviews ideas that could
constitute the basis for Security Management enhancement and progress.

There is constant progress in the Security Management discipline. Now
we see IT Security Management as a continuous process, similar to other
business activities.1

Security definitions have moved through six stages, passing from the
early association to perimeter protection, to security education and risk
management, and reaching finally a compliance and auditability focus.

On the negative side, this new vision has obscured the technical level.
While we know where to position security in the general picture, it is not
so clear what to do in each of the areas included in Security Management.2

For example, ITIL Security Management and COBIT, although collating all
the aspects and measurements of the security discipline3, 4, fail in address-
ing technological choices.5, 6

As a result, business leaders are aware of the relevance of a security
process, but mid-level management and technical personnel are in the
dark about how to connect the abstractions with the tools they have.

Where We Stand Now

Enterprise security is not only about “information security.” The time where
information was “discovered” as a business resource is over, and Security
Management is not restricted to “confidentiality, integrity and availability” any-
more: It is essential to link it to Systems Management disciplines to achieve
provisioning, patch management, continuity and storage management.7

Thanks to this progress, there is now a strong dependency between
Security Management and Business and IT Continuity Management.
Security is not anymore a collection of obscure, closed-door technologies,
but synonymous with “dependability” and “trustworthiness” of IT services
that are now viewed as “utilities.”8, 9

I believe that we need to look now at the subprocesses of Security
Management in the same way as the ITIL defined Services Support and Delivery.
This will help us to bridge the gap between strategy and implementation.

Security Data Types

The essence of Security Management is a data structure. Although sim-
ple at the core, its ramifications are not. It is a series of mappings:

▲▲ Users to user names

▲▲ Users to passwords
▲▲ Users to tokens (or certificates)
▲▲ Users to accounts
▲▲ Users to groups
▲▲ Users to roles
▲▲ Users to services
▲▲ Users to objects (operating systems and devices)
▲▲ Users to proxy objects
▲▲ Users to permissions
▲▲ Users to events (audit events)

Together, these mappings form a single data type at the core of all secu-
rity technologies.10, 11

A data-centric security approach allows us to see implementation tasks
beyond point solutions. It answers to the need of efficiently managing
data and mappings by crossing technological and platform boundaries.

This is a first insight for the technologist: Security needs user data and map-
pings integration. Without this, what you have is a collection of trendy but dis-
parate products. These may be more or less effective, but on the whole do
not increase trustworthiness and instead multiply risks and uncertainties.

A data-centric approach recognizes the diversity of data mappings
within the enterprise, and the need to achieve enterprise-wide user data
synchronization.12

A Secure System

To continue we need to address a key problem: A completely secure
system is one that does not allow the flow of information. Not one that has
a well-defined and controlled security policy, but one that does not have
a security policy as explained in A Theory for Systems Security.13

This is so because a security policy can only specify which information
exchanges are valid. A security policy (an access matrix for example), does
not transform insecurity into security, but only brings the security level to
an accepted level.

If the security policy is well defined, then the factor of decrease is a
known quantity.

Mapping users and entities in the system sets up its “security policy.”
By this mapping, users are able to interact with the assets, and to
exchange information.

This is why multiple user repositories are not a problem. The problem is
the diversity of mappings between those users and the assets they need
to be productive (applications, Web services, e-mail servers, for example).
The issue is provisioning those accounts efficiently while complying with
the law and company policies.
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We need a technical implementation where–despite the variety of tools
and targets—we are able to tell when a user is accessing a specific object
and for what purpose.

Ideally, we should be in a position where, knowing all access informa-
tion, we are able to block or disallow invalid changes, and to roll back
these changes after a security breach.

Data-driven security architecture enables all of this.

Data-Driven Security and Assurance

How should we address “information assurance”? This includes the
analysis of failures and semantics of “trust” and “confidence.”14 Is the tech-
nical specialist able to vouch for the security process in these terms?

The answers need a definition general enough to be useful for any busi-
ness, but also practical enough to describe what needs to be done.

We need to add now the notion of “insecure time.”
“Insecure time” refers to a period where the security policy has failed to

stop intrusion or malicious use. A system is secure if its “secure time” is
greater than its “insecure time.”15 Or, more precisely, insecure time is the
sum of the time it takes to detect an incident and the time it takes to react
to the incident (over all incidents in a given interval).

This gives us powerful guidance: The specific technologies move into
the background, and it does not matter how you increase secure time ver-
sus insecure time. What matters is that you select suitable tools to achieve
good results.

The most sophisticated security product will not be able to reduce the
response time (and therefore increase the secure time) if all the security
data is not known or is not manageable!

To address the entire lifecycle of the IT system, covering the whole enterprise
and its interactions with other organizations and the government, the best solu-
tion will be one that encompasses all user mappings mentioned before.

This requires a switch from “feature implementation” to “integration”
work, seeing each security project as a data-driven project, as a data inte-
gration job.

This removes administrative tasks, enables predictable practices, and
focuses on measured competencies and continuously improving results.
The Security Process manager will not control a collection of specialists,
with differing tools, goals and abilities, but a single integrated team where
the common language is Integrated User Data Management.

For some time it has been trendy to speak about the “lifeblood”16 of the
enterprise and to underline how “special” Security Management is.17

However, it is not different: Security Management is becoming similar to
Systems Management. While the Systems Management database (CMDB)
contains configuration item dependency and inclusion mappings, the
Security Management Database contains user-to-object mappings. That is
the difference.

Information is part of the economic process, and information systems
are part of the business infrastructure. Nevertheless, an atmosphere of
mystery appears if we do not understand the counterintuitive fact that the
most secure system is one that does not exchange information with the
environment, while a system with a security policy is relatively insecure.
This paradox has driven people to try to cancel the “problem” by propos-
ing more and more security technologies that fragment the environment
and introduce more sources of risk.

Instead, it is better to accept the insecurity implied in opening a system
and move the emphasis of Security Management from policy definition
(access matrix and other models) to data-driven security and secure time
restoration (“secure” versus “insecure time”).

This agrees with the standard good practice that Security Management
should aim at supporting the overall business continuity management by
ensuring that services recover within agreed business time scales.

Security Management Subprocesses

If we position Security Management at the same level as Services
Management, we need to define its subprocesses to have a complete dis-
cipline. This will also set the skills profiles and activities of each subarea.

A recently published approach to security process maturity18 defines five
key stages as follows:

1.1. Protection: Perimeter security, intrusion detection
2.2. Validation and Provisioning: User to username and password

mapping, user to accounts and services mapping
3.3. Access and Integration: User to groups, roles and objects mapping
4.4. Compliance: Compliance with the law, individual rights and policies
5.5. Total Security Confidence: A continuing process of measurement

security improvement.

These subprocesses are simultaneously phases in time, layers in the
enterprise security, and parts of the total picture. They form an integrated
Security Management process.

Following that approach, it is possible to have a more detailed break-
down, into specific views:

1.1. Protect: User platform to network mapping
2.2. Detect: User to protocol and network layer mapping
3.3. Validate: User to user name and password mapping
4.4. Provision: User to services and accounts mapping
5.5. Authorize: User to groups and objects mapping
6.6. Integrate: User to roles mapping
77.. Verify: User to security policies mapping
8.8. Audit: User to logged event mapping
9.9. Manage: User identity and access management policies and risk

management
110.0. Improve: User identity and access management continuous

improvement

The guiding principle for this subdivision is associating data mappings
with each of the subdisciplines. For example, the first process (Protection)
maps the client platform, because security practices at that level focus on
hardware and infrastructural measures. Further investigation will give an
even more detailed picture of the data-driven security approach.
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Figure 1: Mapping users and entities in the system
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Assurance

In this way, we arrive at an idea of security assurance that is far from
hype and trends. This idea of assurance is similar to “old” approaches in
the literature.19, 20

Following work by Williams, Ferraiolo, and others, I have adopted here the
notion that assurance is a measure of confidence in the accuracy of a risk or
security measurement and not a measure of the degree of satisfaction.

A measure of satisfaction would depend on a nonexistent measurement
of the security needs. How do you measure what you need so you can
measure what you do to satisfy it? While there are many ways to express
risk quantitatively, there is none to express “security needs.” This originates
solutions with technologies that are not complete.

Assurance is orthogonal to risk. They are different dimensions and
should not be confused. A high assurance rating is not equal to a high
security and low risk rating.

In the “secure system” model, there is no information exchange. No
information goes in and no information goes out. Is that scenario compat-
ible with a high assurance rating? It is not: If no users have access to the
assets, this cannot represent any “security needs.”

Compared to this, but equally problematic, if a system has strong access
controls but lacks auditing functions, how can we tell when the installed parts
are functioning properly? If we confuse assurance with security, the system
will appear to be safe, while in fact there is high uncertainty about its state!

Separating assurance and security becomes especially interesting when
we consider the needs of the decision maker. After making a risk assess-
ment, she may have a quantitative idea of the risk level, but what if the
confidence in the gathered data is low? In that case, she will be not sure
whether the risk is acceptable or not.

If confidence in the risk assessment is high, then it makes sense to add
new security mechanisms. If the confidence is low, adding a new tool will
increase the uncertainty in the system.

The best solution is to increase the assurance level with better informa-
tion on the severity of the risk, the state of the system and its parts.

As references 19 and 20 show, assurance arguments are a powerful tool
to reduce uncertainty in security assessments.

The common response has been to multiply the technologies and services
employed to enforce “security,” claiming to address uncertain or imagined lev-
els of threat. This explains why most security products and services converge
on the protection and detection subdisciplines. By doing this, vendors and con-
sultants are answering to short-term preoccupations of business managers.

It seems easier (and less expensive) to secure one perimeter than to
secure a large volume of applications or multiple internal networks.21

At the same time, the compliance and audit subprocesses of Security
Management were sparsely populated. Just ask your security specialists
how they are collecting and aggregating the traces and logs of all their
security servers and tools.

These problems have had only a few answers from a handful of vision-
ary but small companies.22

The approach in references 19-20 teaches us that in selecting assurance
methods, we should measure these against their cost. Assurance can be
expensive if extensive testing is necessary. Therefore, it is better to adopt
the most generic and stable method or a combination of methods.

Reducing uncertainty in a secured system always requires setting up
known channels of information and foolproof methods of data aggrega-
tion, including data on the security components themselves.

Data flowing through those channels is meta-data (data about the
user mappings). A single meta-data format is possible and necessary,

and there are already tools that track security information and increase
the assurance levels.23, 24

In the audit subprocess, we need to carry out the notion of “negative
evidence,” which is any event that will increase uncertainty. Intrusions and
security incidents are negative evidence. We can return to the definition of
insecure time: Negative evidence produces insecure time. Only complete
meta-information eliminates negative evidence.

Assured Solutions in Security Management

Starting from these ideas, it is possible to propose Security Management
“assured solutions,” contrasting with the lack of guarantees usually found
in commercial security implementations. The lack of contractual assurance
is usual in software offerings, as vendors are “not responsible” for the fail-
ures and limits of their products.

This is hardly sustainable in a mature IT services market. To assure a solution
in an uncertain environment, with increasing security threats and continuous
technological change, you need to start by understanding that information secu-
rity is a business issue, and not a technological matter. The levels of “insecurity”
in a system depend directly on the “security policies” that you apply, and a
Security Management process boils down to user management.

Against the present predominance of point solutions and technological
silos, you need to see security management as a cyclical change process,
continuously meeting the demands of the enterprise. It must enable and
improve all other business processes, and at the same time be cost-effec-
tive to fulfill, run and control.

To progress we need to speed up division of labor within Security
Management, to allow for more precise and measurable, traceable sub-
tasks and subprocesses. If there is no progress, we will continue having
more complex but partial solutions and low assurance ratings.  
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